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SITES AND PRIZES AVAILABLE
3 sites: Raufoss, Rødberg, Guovdageaidnu
6 prizes: 3 winners and 3 runners-up + special mentions

PUBLICITY FOR THE EUROPAN 15 COMPETITION
National Europan website (europan.no), Europan Norway on Facebook and Instagram, National Association of Norwegian Architects magazine, Design and Architecture Norway, arkitektnytt.no, Press releases. Local exhibitions of entries.

LEGAL PROVISIONS FOR FOREIGN ARCHITECTS
Foreigners – Members of EU, or other reciprocity situations, must have an architectural diploma that is in accordance with EU directive 85/384/EEC.

PUBLICATIONS FOR THE EUROPAN COMPETITIONS
Results
EUROPAN 7 - 68 pages
Implementations
www.europan.no/implementations/

IMPLEMENTATIONS

Europan 7
1. Stavanger – April, Winner. 73 housing units. Project completed in 2008.

Europan 8

Europan 9
Oslo – SMAQ, Winner. Contract signed for work on a master plan. The masterplan was submitted in 2011, and SMAQ was commissioned for more work on adjacent areas. The process on hold.

Europan 10
Trondheim – Alex Gerousis, Winner.
– Point Supreme Architects, Runner-up. Commissioned to work with sketch phase of project. Process stopped.
Oslo – Skajaa Eriksen Arkitekter, Winner. Hired to work with zoning plan, the site expanded into becoming an area zoning plan, with an extensive co-creation process. Completed.

Europan 11
Haugesund, Client: Haugesund municipality
Oslo
– Silke Volkert & Magnus Weightman, Winner.
– Eli Grønn & Juan Berasategui, Runner-up. Commissioned for feasibility study and report. No further work after.
Skien+Porsgrunn, Clients: Skien municipality and Porsgrunn municipality
– Link+, Runner-up. Commissioned for study on infrastructure. Completed.
Europan 12

**Bærum**, Client: Bærum municipality

**Asker**, Clients: Asker municipality/Oslo University Hospital and Oslo municipality
- Kaleidoscope, Winner. Contract signed for work on co-creation process. In progress.

**Ås**, Client: ÅS municipality
- UGO, Winner. Commissioned for work on feasibility studies. In process.

Europan 13

**Bergen**, Client: Bergen municipality
- Kåmmån and Lala, Winner. Contract signed for work with a zoning plan for Grønneviksøren, a phasing plan and a strategy for temporary projects with cost estimates. Completed according to contract, awaiting further commissions.

**Ørsta**, Client: Ørsta municipality
- Tegnestuen Felt, Winner. Contract signed for planning commission and various feasibility studies; Felt has completed a development plan and contributed to a zoning plan, and has delivered various preliminary design studies. Completed.

**Stavanger**, Clients: Stavanger municipality/Forus Næringspark AS
- PLAYStudio, Winner. In process, awaiting commission

**Trondheim**, Clients: Trondheim havn IKS/Trondheim municipality
- False Mirror team, Winner. Contract signed for a feasibility study. The feasibility study is completed, but the implementation of Europan is still in a process, and False Mirror will be involved in further development of the strategy for short-term temporary spaces. False Mirror is also part of a large team who qualified for a parallel commission on the site.

**Os**, Client: Os municipality
- Knit Knot Architecture, Winner. The team is commissioned for a workshop in Os. In process.

Europan 14

**Lillestrøm - Skedsmo**, Clients: Aspelin Ramm/Lillestrøm AS/BaneNor/Skedsmo municipality

**Alta - Bossekopp**, Client: Alta Municipality

**Narvik - Technical Quarter**, Client: Narvikgården AS
- Schuman Berg, Winner. Contract signed for further development of the project proposal. In process.